
Finchley Central Town Centre

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO SEE IN YOUR TOWN CENTRE?
We are developing principles for the public spaces in the town centre – this includes the roads, the pavements and any publicly accessible spaces from Victoria Park all the way down to Hendon Lane 
and Regents Park Road. When any future works are brought forward in the town centre, by the council or private developers, these developed principles will become form the basis of the designs. This 
includes Barnet Council’s developing proposals for Finchley Square.

We want you to let us know what you think. What do you want to see in the town centre? Please read the principles below and let us know your thoughts.

Green Finchley

Using green wayfinding devices, such as Forest Scale trees, to 
strengthen connections to the Green Belt and green spaces, so 

that their presence can be felt from the town centre
Taking design clues from Finchley’s Natural Signature to introduce 

small planting beds, ‘woodlands’ and ‘woodbanks’ in public realm.

Forest Scale Tree on
 Ballards Lane

Woodland Planting in the public realm

Dollis Brook greenway

SUDs system to catch 
rain water

SUDs Planting

The benefits of large trees 
in the public realm

1. Green Wayfinding 2. Natural Signatures 3. Sustainability

Increasing green infrastructure in the town centre by increasing 
canopy cover, SUDs, reducing pollution and making a more 

sustainable town centre

Materials 

Materials should reinforce the area’s hierarchy of street, seeking to 
reduce physical obstructions and visual clutter wherever possible

Reaffirming the historical identity of the area through 
appropriate material choice and bringing the qualities of the 

conservation area through Ballard’s Lane

Using a defined material palette and set of details to establish a 
consistent and continuous high street with legible civic spaces

Prioritising pedestrian movement

Using materials to reference Finchley Central’s history

Simple, consistent material palettes

Materials to define spaces

1. Material Consistency 2. Reducing Clutter

Materials to create a simple foreground with a sense of quality

3. Historic Materials

• What do you think about idea of bringing large scale trees into the town centre?
• Do you want to see more natural woodland planting in the town centre? Are there any areas where you would like to see this specifically?

• How do obstacles in the pavement impact your enjoyment of the town centre?
• Do you think there are too many objects in the pavements?

It’s never too late to join the group, so if you want to get involved or find out more, 
email finchleycentraltowncentre@gmail.com to join the mailing list for updates



Finchley Central Town Centre

Activated Space and Community Destinations

 Activating the high street to make it more vibrant and attractive
 

Using intrinsically playful objects in the public realm to encourage 
social interaction and community cohesion through play

Using public art as a way of celebrating diversity in the public 
realm and give opportunities to local artists

A flexible community space that can 
accommodate a range of activities

Play can be unprescriptive 

Play can be for all ages

Activating blank facades

Wayfinding

Art in the Public Realm

Active Travel
1. Reducing vehicle dominance 2. Visible Cycle Culture

Ensuring the public realm has sufficient cycle parking and 
infrastructure to support an increased number of sustainable 

travelers

Pedestrian priority 

A visible Cycle Culture in the public realm through repair stations and 
free air

Infrastructure to make sustainable 
travel easier and safer Prioritising the design of pavements, ensuring generous widths 

and gradients 

Improving busy junctions and crossings to re-balance the road to 
prioritise pedestrians

Introducing Cycle Hubs and exploring opportunities for alternatives 
modes of transport. E.g. cargo bike initiatives for local businesses

3. Infrastructure for Active Travel 

Ensuring connections to existing and proposed cycle routes. 

1. A Flexible Space
Creating a flexible space for Community Events, Markets and 

Activities

2. Playful Urban Realm 3. Public Art and Wayfinding

• What do you think about improving infrastructure for cycling? How would you like to see this achieved?
• What do you think about improving pedestrian priority across the town centre? How would you like to see this achieved?
• What can we do to improve your ability to access the town centre?

• Do you want to see more opportunity for play in the town centre?
• Do you want to see more opportunities to display public art in Finchley Central?
• Do you want to see more places to sit and socialise in the town centre?

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO SEE IN YOUR TOWN CENTRE?

It’s never too late to join the group, so if you want to get involved or find out more, 
email finchleycentraltowncentre@gmail.com to join the mailing list for updates

We are developing principles for the public spaces in the town centre – this includes the roads, the pavements and any publicly accessible spaces from Victoria Park all the way down to Hendon Lane 
and Regents Park Road. When any future works are brought forward in the town centre, by the council or private developers, these developed principles will become form the basis of the designs. This 
includes Barnet Council’s developing proposals for Finchley Square.

We want you to let us know what you think. What do you want to see in the town centre? Please read the principles below and let us know your thoughts.


